
NORTHWEST AVALANCHE LACROSSE STUDENT ATHLETE AND PARENT
HANDBOOK

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY STATEMENT
Northwest Avalanche Lacrosse will make equal playing opportunities available for all
students without regard to race, color, national origin, ancestry, sex, ethnicity, language
barrier, religious belief, physical or mental handicap or disability, economic or social
condition, or actual or potential marital or parental status, or, in accordance with binding
guidance of the Federal Office of Civil Rights regarding the scope of Title IX’s sex
discrimination prohibition, gender identity, sexual orientation, or failure to conform to
stereotypical notions of masculinity or femininity.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this guide is to establish rules, procedures, policies, and philosophy as it
pertains to Northwest Avalanche Lacrosse’s Activities Program. The fundamental
purpose of the athletic/activities program is to facilitate development of:
Sportsmanship,
A sense of responsibility to themselves and others,
A devotion to an athletic,
Pride of accomplishment of a job done to the best of one’s ability,
Sense of belonging to a group,
Social values derived from contact with students and adults from other communities,
and  Healthy behaviors of participants

REQUIREMENTS TO PARTICIPATE
All students participating in extracurricular activities must have the following prior to the
first practice:

● A required physical documented on the official Montana High School Association
(MTHSLA) Physical Form (at least for all MTHSLA sanctioned activities)

● A Consent Form Permission to Participate/Assumption of Risk
● An updated Medical Information Form
● A Concussion Education and Compliance form signed by the student-athlete and

parent
● An up to date US Lacrosse Number

ACTIVITIES ELIGIBILITY To be eligible for activity:
The student must be enrolled in six classes per day and in physical attendance.  The
student must not have received a semester unsatisfactory “U”,conditional “X”,
incomplete “I”, failing “F”, or no credit “N” in any of the classes completed during the
previous semester.  All students who transfer from another accredited high school will



have their initial eligibility determined by current MTHSLA policy. It is the student’s
responsibility to make sure his or her current academic schedule and grades meet the
activities eligibility criteria. Homeschool and private school students are eligible for
Northwest Avalanche Lacrosse activity programs provided they meet the requirements.

ACTIVITY CODE OF ETHICS
It is the duty of everyone involved in school activities, participant or sponsor, to:
1. Emphasize the proper ideals of sportsmanship, ethical conduct and fair play.
2. Eliminate all possibilities which tend to destroy the best values of the activity.
3. Stress the values derived from participating in activities.
4. Show cordial courtesy to visitors and officials.
5. Respect the integrity and judgment of sports officials.
6. Achieve a thorough understanding of the activity and its rules.
7. Encourage leadership and good judgment.
8. Recognize that the purpose of activities is to promote the physical, mental, social,
and emotional well being of all involved.
9. Remember ... no competition is a matter of life or death for participants, coach,
school, official, fan or community.
10. Keep an open line of communication between participant and coach/sponsor.
11. Hazing, harassment, bullying, intimidation on the part of students, staff, or a third
party (fan or student attending event) will not be tolerated. Activities are an extension of
the classroom and a violation will be treated as such and dealt with as stated in the
student and staff handbooks.
12. Realize that your failure as a student participant to abide by the code of ethics may
result in your removal from the event, activity, and/or disciplinary action.

Mission of Northwest Avalanche Lacrosse:
Our mission is to provide a high quality, positive experience for athletes at all ability
levels to participate in high school lacrosse through shared values of sportsmanship and
teamwork, while honoring the spirit of the game.

Hazing & Sexual Discrimination Policy
Northwest Avalanche Lacrosse adopts the policy of Kalispell Public Schools in regards
to Hazing and Sexual Discrimination as stated below:

Hazing of Northwest Avalanche Lacrosse players is not acceptable and will not be
tolerated. Hazing is defined as: “Hazing” includes but is not limited to any act that
recklessly or intentionally endangers the mental or physical health or safety of a student
for the purpose of initiation or as a condition or precondition of attaining membership in
or affiliation with any sponsored activity, including but not limited to forced consumption



of any drink, alcoholic beverage, drug, or controlled substance, forced exposure to the
elements, forced prolonged exclusion from social contact, sleep deprivation, or any
other forced activity that could adversely affect the mental or physical health or safety of
a student; requires, encourages, authorizes, or permits another to be subject to wearing
or carrying any obscene or physically burdensome article, assignment of pranks to be
performed, or other such activities intended to degrade or humiliate. (Kalispell Board
Policy #3226).

If hazing has occurred, students are directed to confide with their coach/board member,
or athletic director or administrator at their current high school and an investigation will
take place. With regard to consequences for the hazing of students, students whose
behavior is found to be in violation of this policy could be subject to discipline at their
current high school, up to and including expulsion. Individuals may also be referred to
law enforcement officials.

SEX BASED DISCRIMINTION AND TITLE IX 6
No student, on the basis of sex or, in accordance with binding guidance of the Federal
Office of Civil Rights regarding the scope of Title IX’s sex discrimination prohibition,
gender identity, sexual orientation, or failure to conform to stereotypical notions of
masculinity, or will be denied equal access to programs, activities, services, or benefits
or be limited in the exercise of any right, privilege, or advantage, or denied equal access
to educational and extracurricular programs and activities.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT POLICY
Sexual harassment is a form of sex discrimination and is prohibited. Any coach,
volunteer, or student engages in sexual harassment whenever that individual makes
unwelcome advances, requests sexual favors, or engages in other verbal, non-verbal,
or physical conduct of a sexual or sex-based nature, imposed on the basis of sex, that:
1. Denies or limits the provision of educational aid, benefits, services, opportunities, or
treatment, or that makes such conduct a condition of a student’s academic status; or
2. Has the purpose or effect of:

a. Substantially interfering with a student’s educational environment;
b. Creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive educational environment;
c. Depriving a student of educational aid, benefits, services, opportunities, or

treatment; or making submission to or rejection of such unwelcome conduct the basis
for academic decisions affecting a student.

Students who believe that they may have been sexually harassed or intimidated should
consult a counselor, coach, Title IX coordinator, or administrator, who will assist them in
the complaint process. Supervisors who knowingly condone or fail to report or assist a



student to take action to remediate such behavior of sexual harassment or intimidation
may themselves be subject to discipline.

ACCIDENT REPORTING
All injuries are to be reported immediately to the coach/advisor. The coach will track
injuries and communicate with coaches, athletes, and parents when necessary.

ACTIVITY FEES
All players who participate in Northwest Avalanche Lacrosse are required to pay a
registration fee and ensure they are properly equipped for participation in the sport.
Because of the nature of a club sport, additional travel expenses will be required
throughout the season. If financial hardship keeps a player from eligibility, Northwest
Avalanche Lacrosse offers scholarships for those athletes that need financial support.

ASSUMPTION OF RISK
The coach/volunteers/board members, any other member of Northwest Avalanche
Lacrosse, will not be held liable or responsible in case of an accident incurred during
practice, games, tournaments, etc. Each parent or guardian will be responsible to sign
an “assumption of risk” statement indicating that the parents/guardians assume all risks
for injuries resulting from such participation.

ATTENDANCE
A student may not participate in a practice or competition on the day of an absence. A
student may not, under any circumstance, take part in practice or competition on a day
he/she has been suspended or is truant from school. A student who has in school
suspension will be allowed to practice and compete. If a student has a recurring
attendance problem, the Head Coach/Board will meet and discuss proper disciplinary
action. If a student-athlete is going to miss practice, the student must communicate with
the coach/advisor prior to the absence through a phone call, text, or email. If a
student-athlete is going to miss class for activities, the student must communicate with
the teacher prior to the absence.

CHEMICAL USE POLICY FOR EXTRA AND CO-CURRICULAR PROGRAMS
Students participating in extra- and co-curricular activities, whether sponsored by the
MTHSLA or not, shall not use, have in possession, sell, purchase, or distribute alcohol,
tobacco products, alternative nicotine and vapor products, or illegal drugs or abuse
prescription or non-prescription drugs during their extracurricular seasons. These rules
are in effect twenty-four (24) hours a day during a specific season. If a student receives
a MIP or is seen using tobacco, alcohol, or illicit drugs, the student will forfeit the



privilege of participating in accordance with the activities. This policy applies to high
school students who are involved in the extra- and co-curricular activities program.
A student may not:
1. Use, or have in possession drugs of any kind, or be present for any length of time at
a gathering or location where the use of or the possession of drugs is illegally taking
place during an activity season. Alcohol is considered a drug.
2. Use, or have in possession, tobacco in any form at any time during an activity
season.

Activity Season
Begins with the first official practice of the sport and ends with the arrival home following
the last competitive event or when a parent or guardian requests that the student
become his/her responsibility after the final competition for that sport.

CITIZENSHIP
All athletes shall abide by a code of ethics, which will earn them the honor and respect
that participation and competition in interscholastic activities affords. Regardless of
activity season, any conduct that results in dishonor to the athlete, the team, or their
affiliated high school will not be tolerated. Acts of unacceptable conduct tarnish the
reputation of everyone associated with the school, community, and activities program.
Players who choose acts that either harm, or have brought harm to other players or
community members, may be ineligible to participate with Northwest Avalanche
Lacrosse. These acts include, but are not limited to the following: theft, vandalism,
taunting, baiting, hazing, fighting and/or other criminal acts. Potential consequences for
these “unbecoming” acts may result in discipline including suspension or removal from
the activity, group, leadership position or team. In addition, criminal activity of any kind
will not be tolerated. Any violation of the law or other criminal activity or judgements of
any kind will result in severe consequences, including possible suspension or expulsion
from the Northwest Avalanche Lacrosse program regardless of time of year.

COLLEGE RECRUITING
Coaches are encouraged to promote their athletes for scholarships whenever possible,
however the process is different for different college programs and sports. Northwest
Avalanche Lacrosse encourages parents to become actively involved in this process
where they can develop their students’ resume, highlight film, and letters of interest. It is
recommended to do this early in the junior year. Students must also be aware of NCAA
and NAIA requirements.



CONFLICT RESOLUTION-5-STEP COMMUNICATION PROCESS
Northwest Avalanche Lacrosse has a 5-step process of communication to use in
resolving conflicts. Communication in this order helps to ensure strong relationships and
trust amongst all who are involved in resolving problems. The process is as follows:
1. The 24 hour rule applies to all conflict resolution steps.
2. The player requests to meet with the coach.
3. Player meets with coach. (If a student is uncomfortable meeting with the coach by
himself or herself, a varsity captain can assist in starting the dialogue with the coach.
The captain’s role in the communication process will end at this step.)
4. Player and parent meet with coach.
5. Player, parent, and coach meet with board member (Coach’s Liaison, Secretary, Vice
President, President)

EJECTION RULE
If a player coach, or volunteer is ejected from an MTHSLA competition for
unsportsmanlike conduct, they will not participate for the remainder of the event and will
be suspended for the next regularly scheduled or rescheduled event at that level of
competition and all other games/meets in the interim at any level of competition. A
second violation will result in a four-competition suspension. While participating for
Northwest Avalanche Lacrosse, any ejection requires a letter of apology to the official
before the next weekly contest. If the ejection occurred at the end of the season, the
letter must be written prior to the activity’s awards night.

PARENT MEETING
Parents/guardians and players participating in an activity are required to attend an
informational meeting at the beginning of their respective seasons. Program guidelines,
philosophy and perspectives will be shared. Key information will be shared for the
success of your player in Northwest Avalanche Lacrosse.

SENIOR NIGHT
Northwest Avalanche Lacrosse will host an annual Blue and White interclub game
during the season. This game will celebrate seniors who participate in our program.

SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY
Everything that is posted on any social media outlet should be considered information
that is out of one’s control once it is posted. It is understood that third parties including
media, faculty, future employers, future schools and coaches could easily access
profiles and view all personal information. If postings or messages are inappropriate,
this could be detrimental at multiple levels. The use of social media by a student or
portrayal of a student in social media considered to be “unbecoming” may result in



discipline including suspension or removal from the activity, group, leadership position
or team.

SPORTSMANSHIP
The National Federation of State High School Associations and Northwest Avalanche
Lacrosse as a commitment to fair play, ethical behavior and integrity view good
sportsmanship. In perception and practice, sportsmanship is defined as those qualities
that are characterized by generosity and genuine concern for others.
Athletes and coaches must:

● Play fair, take loss or defeat without complaint and victory without gloating.
● Treat others as you wish to be treated.
● Be respectful of others and one's self.
● Impose self-control, be courteous, and gracefully accept the results of one's

actions.
● Display ethical behavior by being good citizens and acting appropriately.
● Teammates are expected to be supportive and encouraging of each other and to

promote teamwork.

On-field Behavior
● Abusive language and profanity are prohibited.
● Arguing with or heckling referees, opposing players, coaches or spectators is

prohibited.
● No throwing or abusing of equipment will be tolerated and no violent behavior of

any kind will be permitted.

UNIFORMS/LOST EQUIPMENT/STEALING
All uniforms/equipment assigned to the players from Northwest Avalanche Lacrosse,
must be returned, or if lost or damaged, must be paid for in full. Players have one week
from the ending of a season to pay for or return their uniform, or their deposit may not
be refunded.
If a student steals Northwest Avalanche Lacrosse equipment, they may be ineligible to
play in following seasons or tournaments.



FORMS REQUIRED FOR PARTICIPATION
1. PHYSICAL FORM  Every person trying out for a team must have a completed
medical history/physical form on file with the medical practitioner or turned into the
coach the first day of tryouts;  NO ONE CAN PARTICIPATE WITHOUT A COMPLETED
PHYSICAL/MEDICAL;  HISTORY FORM. Physicals are valid for one school year.  A
physical examination conducted before May 1st is not valid for participation the
following school year.
2. EMERGENCY/MEDICAL/CONSENT RELEASE FORM  This will allow treatment of
you son or daughter when our teams are on the road or when we cannot notify a parent
for the treatment of their son or daughter;  It is the coach/advisor responsibility to make
sure that everyone on the roster has medical insurance. If they do not, they can
purchase student insurance through the main office. NO ONE CAN PARTICIPATE
WITHOUT MEDICAL INSURANCE. Proof of insurance must be verified. Student
managers do need the insurance/parent consent and emergency/medical release forms
completed and on file.
3. CONCUSSION INFORMATION FORM  Both parents and student-athletes must read
the concussion information sheet and initial a form created by the MTHSLA and return
prior to participation in athletics;  A roster along with all concussion forms will be turned
into the trainer 3 days after the first practice. The medical practitioner will keep the
original on file.

CONCUSSION POLICY AND PROCEDURE
Concussions are defined as mild traumatic brain injuries. Concussions are usually
associated with a blow to the head and can occur in athletics. As more research is done
on head injuries, the athletic community is taking more precautions to prevent them and
more vigilance to treat them. Northwest Avalanche Lacrosse has developed a very
stringent concussion policy to protect our student-athletes. Our protocol is based upon
the most current medical guidelines and Montana High School Lacrosse Association
regulations. Concussion Evaluation  An athlete with a suspected concussion must be
removed from play immediately. If only coaches are present the athlete will NOT be
returned to play that day.
Concussion Evaluation  An athlete with a suspected concussion must be removed from
play immediately. If only coaches are present the athlete will NOT be returned to play
that day.  A medical practitioner should be notified immediately to evaluate the athlete.
Evaluation will include screening of signs and symptoms, a cognitive assessment and
assessment of postural stability.  If the medical practitioner diagnoses the athlete with a
concussion of any degree, the athlete will not return to play that day, or until the medical
practitioner releases the athlete to play.  If the medical practitioner feels the concussion
is life threatening, the athlete will be transported either by ambulance or parent to the



hospital emergency room.  If the medical practitioner does not immediately refer the
athlete to a physician, the parent may request a physician referral and the medical
practitioner will assist to provide referral information at any time.
Treatment of Concussions: When an athlete sustains a suspected head injury, they are
to be removed from play immediately. The medical practitioner will assess them and
determine if immediate referral to a doctor is necessary. The medical practitioner will
also contact the athlete’s parents. In the absence of a certified medical practitioner, the
supervising coach will be responsible to remove the athlete from play, contact a parent
and refer to a medical doctor if necessary. The concussed athlete must check in with
the medical practitioner every school day to be assessed and re-evaluated. The athlete
will not participate in any physical activity until they are symptom free. This complete
activity restriction will include in school activities such as PE, and all extracurricular
activities. Once symptom free the athlete will begin a graduated progression before
returning back to their sport.

Possible Return to Play Protocol: The graduated progression to return an athlete back
to play after a concussion will begin at the earliest one day after the athlete is symptom
free. The progression takes a minimum of 5 days until full release. If the athlete is able
to perform one-step symptom free, they may advance to the next step the following day.
If they become symptomatic at any step, they will start back at Step 1.
Step 1- Light aerobic exercise
Step 2- Sport specific drills
Step 3- Non- Contact practice
Step 4- Contact practice
Step 5- Game play

According to MTHSLA rules, an athlete with a head injury must be cleared by an
appropriate healthcare professional (MD, DO, NP, PA, DC)
Concussion Communication:

Each child with a suspected concussion will be sent home with a Northwest Avalanche
Lacrosse concussion resource for parents. This will outline the steps the parents should
take in caring for their concussed child and will include emergency contact numbers.
In the absence of a certified medical practitioner at an event, the supervising coach will
be responsible to remove the athlete from play, contact a parent and refer to a medical
doctor if necessary.



INJURED ATHLETES
1. OUT – The athlete is unable to practice.  The injury is in the acute stage or a
recurring injury  Athletes will be spending their time in the training room  Athletes will be
undergoing treatment – modalities and early stages of rehabilitation
2. LIMITED – The athlete is recovering but not physically ready to return to participate
due to excessive swelling, lingering strength deficits and/or persistence of acute pain.
Athletes will be present during team/individual meetings
Athletes will dress in shorts and tee shirts
Athletes will accompany team and participate in team stretching .
Athletes are expected to observe pertinent segments of practice
3. NO CONTACT – The athlete is at a recovery stage that allows for increased physical
activity.
Athletes will dress and attend practice
Athletes will go through “shadow drills” (no contact)  Athletes will be expected to
run/condition with the team, but at a lower intensity
Athletes are expected to rehabilitate before and/or after practice
*Remember that PAIN IS ALWAYS AN INDICATOR FOR THE ATHLETE!
4. FULL RETURN – No practice restrictions.  Athletes must have equal strength and
pain free range of motion

Athletes’ return-to-play status will be determined by: 1. Amount of swelling to extremity
2. Pain tolerance 3. Range of motion 4. 80% strength gains as compared to uninjured
part 5. Return to play agility drills

The athlete must be cleared either by a physician or the certified medical practitioner
prior to full activity!  If an athlete fails to show for rehabilitation and they have not notified
the certified medical practitioner it will be looked upon as an unexcused practice,
subject to discipline set forth in their team rules.

RETURN TO ACTIVITY/PLAY 1. If for any reason a student has been removed from
activity/play due to illness, injury or surgery by a physician, the student may not return to
activity/play without written consent from the attending physician. The written consent
will be placed in the student’s medical file. 2. If an athlete has been removed from an
activity/play due to illness or injury by the certified medical practitioner, they may not
return to play until the medical practitioner believes that return to activity/play will not
further aggravate or cause re-injury. The certified medical practitioner will identify criteria
for the athlete to meet in order to return to play. These return-to-play criteria will be
identified in the rehabilitation program and discussed with the athlete, parents and
coach. Once the athlete has been cleared to play notification will be made in the
athlete’s medical file.



ILL ATHLETES
If a student-athlete is going to miss practice, the student must communicate with the
coach/advisor prior to the absence through a phone call or email.


